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Playtech – hard to hide the value

Playtech is a business evenly split between being a gambling operator and its historical focus as
a pure software company. There looks to be a gap in the valuation, plus Playtech has received
several highly priced takeover approaches in the last year. There look to be a number of paths to
see impressive returns over the next one to two years.
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Snapshot

Playtech (PTEC) is a UK mid-cap stock (value c.£1.7bn) that provides software for online

casinos, poker rooms, bingo games and online sports betting along with scratch games,

mobile gaming, live dealer games and fixed-odds gaming machines. Founded in 1999 by

Israeli serial entrepreneur Teddy Sagi, Playtech listed on London’s alternative investment

market (Aim) in 2005. Since the initial public offering (IPO) Playtech has been an active
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acquirer taking the group into a diverse range of product end user and geographical

markets, including becoming a leading gaming operator in Europe.

It has suffered a couple of major legislative setbacks: the Unlawful Internet Gambling

Enforcement Act in 2006, which limited the use of credit cards for online gambling in the

USA; and the UK government’s sharp reduction in permitted maximum stake on so-called

fixed odds gaming machines from £100 to £2. In both cases the share price suffered

major falls but overall, Playtech has been a major beneficiary from the transition of

gambling to a major online and social activity.

B2B operations

Business-to-business (B2B) software was originally Playtech’s core activity and prior to

2018 was, essentially, the sole source of revenue. In this segment, the group provides

turnkey software, gaming content, tools, analytics and payment controls that allow other

businesses of all sizes to operate casino-style and other gaming businesses without

having to build their infrastructure from scratch.

Most products are one-size-fits-all with enormous scalability. This has allowed

established betting businesses such as William Hill and Paddy Power to expand both

online with totally new revenue streams from a new, more diverse customer base and

bring additional means of gambling into their high street stores (such as fixed odds

betting machines and virtual casinos). It has also provided additional tools to enhance

capabilities in sports betting and allow a wider range of sports and other areas of betting

to be added.

As well as working with established names in betting, Playtech’s software also enables

online only and start-up businesses to present a complex and trusted offering to

customers right from the off. Playtech also runs a live casino service (literally people

spinning a roulette wheel or dealing cards in front of a camera), a highly complex

arrangement of real time betting and interaction with the croupier.

Most of the income under ‘Americas’ originates outside the US, a large part coming

through the somewhat complex and convoluted relationship between Playtech and

leading Mexican gambling operator Caliente Interactive. The group has a joint venture

(JV) with Caliente called ‘Caliplay’ where Playtech receives some fees for its software but

also a large profit share known as a ‘revenues linked services fee’. While this is, in effect,

an investment in Caliplay the relationship is complex.
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Playtech B2B revenue by geography

Source: Playtech

There is also a substantial Asian operation which once delivered around one-third of B2B

revenues and the bulk of profits, but this division has been the source of a number of

major issues and setbacks in recent years. Profits from this region now appear to be

minimal (less than £5mn), but much of this is also driven by the way a lot of central costs

are distributed within the group.

Muy Caliente

Playtech operates the Mexican joint venture business Caliplay with Caliente and in 2021

there was a proposal using a somewhat complex mechanism to list the whole of the

Caliente business in the US using a special purpose acquisition company or ‘SPAC’. This

would have allowed Caliente to begin to enter the US market by becoming a ‘local’

business. Playtech would then have owned 49 per cent of the JV and the ‘services fees’

arrangement would have ended.

However, in August this year the SPAC option was terminated, with deteriorating capital

market conditions cited (Bloomberg reports that SPAC activity has imploded, falling

94 per cent in 2022). All parties to the deal are still looking at ways to break into the

US market by setting up new, smaller local operations.
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Using the SPAC was seen as a way to enhance the value of the group’s interests in the

North American operation and booking profit and receiving dividends was likely to boost

profits at the group level. The SPAC approach is now off the table but, in any case, some

analysts argue a more direct approach to US market entry, on top of the existing ‘services

fees’, could deliver more revenue, profit and shareholder value. Of course, this hypothesis

can never be tested.

B2C operations

In the gambling world, business-to-consumer (B2C) operations mean the running of

actual gambling facilities be that betting shops, in-person casinos, gaming machines,

lotteries or apps where stakes are received and winnings paid over. Prior to 2018,

Playtech had little or no involvement in B2C operations but the purchase of Italy’s leading

gambling operator Snai/Snaitech changed that and with it the complexion of the group.

Today, the group’s revenue is split roughly equally between the B2B and B2C arms, with

essentially all of the B2C revenue coming from Snaitech. Playtech owns c.71 per cent of

this business.

This was a good acquisition with Italy being Europe's largest gambling market by

operators’ revenue (around 20-25 per cent larger than the UK) and Snai is the clear

market leader. The deal did not chime with all investors as the dynamics of being a

gambling software provider and a gaming operator are very different in terms of risk,

growth potential and valuation. However, any such concerns or ill-feelings have largely

been pushed aside by the impressive job that Playtech’s management has done in

re-shaping this business and accelerating its growth.

When acquired, Snai was largely a gaming machine operator (half of revenues) with an

in-person sports betting company (i.e. running betting shops) chipping in about a quarter

of group income. Only around 20 per cent of revenues were online.

In the year before it was acquired, Snai made earnings before interest, tax, depreciation

and amortisation (Ebitda) of €132mn and Playtech stated a ‘medium term target’ of

€180mn by reshaping the business more towards online betting where costs are lower

and de-emphasising the lower margin operations in retail.

The charts below show the extent of the reshaping under Playtech’s ownership. In the

last rolling 12-month period, Snai earned Ebitda of €263mn, surpassing both the scale

and timescale of its original ambitions. Not only has this altered the group’s profile in

terms of core profitability, it also made it much more resilient, such as during pandemic

lockdowns when  in-person use was curtailed.
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The reshaping of Snaitech

2019 2022

Source: Playtech

Snaitech has been a key driver of the group’s profits in the last five years so it might be a

surprise that the board announced it was exploring options to sell off this investment.

That would have left a large hole in the group as Italy makes just over 60 per cent of

profit.

This idea was floated in the immediate wake of the collapse of the bid for the whole

group by Hong Kong’s TTB Partners only last month. Already, however, the board has

rowed back stating that it believes that there is more value for shareholders in keeping

Snaitech within the group. This stance may, however, be more pragmatic than strategic.

It would be hard to replace the profits and growth potential that Playtech has in Italy,

especially as gambling growth rates are likely to ameliorate into stiffer economic

headwinds. The still high level of in-person play (still 40 per cent of Ebitda) remains

vulnerable to future Covid restrictions.  However, recent changes in the regulatory

framework took away the dangers overshadowing retail licence renewals earlier this year

- Snai had its licences extended until 2024.

Also, there is little financial pressure at the group level with debt to Ebitda of only around

1x following the recent sale of Finalto, the financial trading division, for $250mn. In the

last few weeks views of ‘safe’ or acceptable levels of debt for UK-listed companies have

revised down, but Playtech has already put itself into a decent position on this front.
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Snai probably accounts for a little under half of the group’s total value (on a pre-debt

basis), so even though the sale could probably raise up to £1.3bn (not far off double the

£760mn paid for it in 2018), it does feel as if the more than €250mn of profits are doing

more good for shareholders. All of this may be moot, however, given the still strong

likelihood that the whole group could be taken over (see later).

Push into the USA

As mentioned above almost all of the group’s ‘Americas’ revenue is ex-USA with Bolivia,

Colombia and Peru contributing alongside the mainstay, Mexico. The US remains a

difficult place to run a gambling business with generally restrictive rules on gambling at

the federal level (which differ a lot for skill- and chance-based games). Rules are becoming

slightly more relaxed but the overarching Federal Wire Act of 1961 still hampers the

movement of money across state lines. Gaming is essentially governed by vastly different

rules at the state level but again, there has been some relaxation.

Gambling in the US is dominated by casinos (slots and table games), which accounted for

$32bn out of $53bn gross national gaming revenue in 2021. With in person activities so

important, lockdowns hammered overall gambling revenues (down to $29bn in 2020),

but the $53bn 2021 recovery surpasses the $43bn from 2019, too.

Around three-quarters of gaming revenue arises in tribal reservations. Casinos are

important as any online gaming presence is only allowed for those owning a physical

casino in-state, thus Playtech’s recent alliance with Parx.

Sports betting is small in the USA and only totals around $3bn a year. It was illegal

nationally until 2018 and is still totally banned in 17 states (and banned online in a further

nine).  So, the market in the US is tricky for online gambling because of the distributed

nature of the internet and the localised rules. US citizens are allowed to use offshore

gambling websites in certain locations but geo-location software is required in all

regulated markets to prevent local and national rules elsewhere being broken.

The board’s ambitions in the US are, naturally, modest given the complexity of operating

here. Playtech is pushing ahead with Live Casino in five states and providing B2B services

to established global players and casino operators pushing into online operations. The

situation in the US is loosening, but slowly. This year more online gambling has been

permitted with Massachusetts, New York and Kansas added to the roster of states

allowing online sports betting and Ohio will join in January 2023.
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The available market that Playtech is pitching for is worth just $3bn a year - the

addressable market in the UK is worth around £16bn and in Italy €22bn. It is wise to be

early just in case the floodgates in the US were ever to open but when it comes to

gambling the USA is an oddball and feels as likely to clam up as to open up given the

vagaries of US politics.

Gambling in a recession

Gambling is an enormous industry reaching from in person casinos, horse racing and

football accumulator bets (‘accas’) through to the ‘softer’ forms of lotteries, mobile slot

games and the surprisingly reinvented game of bingo.  In the UK, excluding lottery games

like Lotto and Euromillions, the value of gambling industry revenues in 2021 was almost

£15bn. That’s equivalent to almost £550 per household but as less than half (the estimate

by government is 43 per cent) of households gamble at all, those that do more seriously

are likely to be spending well over £1,000 per annum.

So where does gambling sit in the spectrum of discretionary or non-discretionary

spending? The long-term wisdom is that gambling is a resilient, but not recession-proof,

industry, but a lot has changed in the nature and profile of players and the gambling

industry as it is positioned today has not yet had it mettle tested.

I feel that the problem this industry faces is that gambling has become a lot more casual in

nature and that the argument for resilience perhaps only really holds true for the more

hardened (arguably addicted) gambler of yesteryear. For many users, gaming sites are

more tilted towards being a leisure activity like eating out, going bowling or seeing a film

and that puts the gambling activity at greater risk of being cut from consumers’ spending

or, at the very least, pared back.

However, this is largely an issue for B2C operators and is less of an issue for systems,

content and infrastructure providers such as Playtech’s B2B arm. Of course, the group is

exposed directly to the consumer in Italy and Snai is the largest block of profit, but how

operators will respond in a tighter climate could break both ways. Some may retrench

while others may double down and seek to make their offering more attractive in order to

keep customers playing. Either way, where operators remain open they will need the

same levels of operational systems in place and that should mean that the group’s B2B

revenues prove resilient: they could even increase.

Another danger in recession is that regulation may tighten further. There is always a part

of the population that is inclined to become more reckless in their gambling habits if

money is tight elsewhere. It is possible, however slim the chance, that governments begin
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to take actions such as lowering the permitted stakes or time that can be played. This

would again affect operators and that could actually mean additional work for Playtech as

gaming systems would need to become more complex.

Overall, Italy looks more vulnerable but the B2B side feels as if it should steer reasonably

well through a recession, as long as it is not too deep. Recession feels more likely to dent

growth rates rather than cause a major misstep for profits.

Picks and shovels

Back in the days of Californian or Yukon gold rushes the wry observation that those

selling picks and shovels to prospectors were more likely to get rich than the prospectors

themselves. The principle has been adapted to the modern day: sometimes it’s best to

invest in essential tools that facilitate an industry or activity.

Playtech feels like a picks and shovels business. It provides ready-made mechanisms for

those wanting to offer in-store, online or mobile gambling apps and regardless of how

successful these ventures prove to be, the operator still needs to pay for the gambling

software, intelligence and data analysis.

A regular takeover target

Playtech has been a fairly regular target for potential bidders both from the operational

realm and financial buyers, primarily private equity. The most recent approach was from

Hong Kong private equity house TTB, which made a full cash offer in July, but failed to

secure the backing of the board or key shareholders. Prior to this in 2021 there was

another bid from Australian gaming operator Aristocrat Group; a consideration of a bid

from Formula One’s Eddie Jordan’s gaming enterprise JKO that did not proceed; Gopher

Investments, another Hong Kong PE house ran an aborted bid in late 2021.

Any business that has been attractive to overseas buyers historically is materially more

attractive today given the weakness of the pound. Any US dollar denominated bidder will

view a potential UK target as being around 20 per cent cheaper than a year or so back -

each £1bn of market capitalisation would have cost $1.35bn but today only costs around

£1.15bn.

As the offer for a UK company will be tabled in sterling (for a cash offer, but

stock-for-stock offers also effectively become cheaper), it becomes harder for UK boards

to deflect increased value approaches - they can often be hoisted by their own petard if

they have indicated to investors that an original offer undervalued the business by 20 per

cent, currency will have bridged that gap.
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Will the suitors keep coming? A lot of the interest in the group in 2022 arose because of

the de-rating in the stock: between November 2021 and as recently as late September

the shares shed over 60 per cent of their value prompted by the decision of Gopher not

to proceed with its bid. This also coincided with the technology/growth stocks sell off that

started in Q4 of 2021. The B2B business is a software company and although it sells a lot

of content as well, it is likely to have been swept along.

The debt and capital markets are not especially supportive of large bids in the current

climate but if there was interest in Playtech before, it ought to be stronger now and there

are a lot of positive dimensions:

1) The financial trading business is gone (seen as risky).

2) Snai in Italy is trading extremely well.

3) The Asian operations that caused a large number of profit warnings are

de-emphasised - they were 80 per cent of profits and so problems used to hit the

valuation hard but today that figure is more like 10 per cent.

4) While not huge, the move into America is likely to make good returns on

moderate capital commitment and can deploy existing products.

5) The tie up with Caliente is also trading well, could also push into the US and

potentially Brazil if that nation gets around to legalising online gambling.

6) Global consolidation within the gaming operating, content and infrastructure

segments is on-going - Playtech has a lot of content and operational mechanisms

that can be well monetised on third party networks although gaming systems

software that drive many operators are increasingly being brought in-house by

the consolidators who may not need the group’s products and services. That said

there is still a hugely long tail of small operators in the gaming field that are

unlikely to be consolidated and will remain a customer.

7) While live casino operations might appear simple and basic in nature, they are in

reality very complex to establish and operate and this is a rapidly growing part of

the gaming industry - it is likely that even the consolidators will look to buy in

rather than build their own service, for some time at least.

Outlook

Running into a recession one can never be sure how well an industry that has not been

through the cycle before will perform but informed opinion suggests that online gaming

and gambling will prove resilient and do better than many other discretionary areas of
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spending. There is still a lot of growth to be wrung out of Italy and globally the transition

from traditional to online forms of gambling continues and is still led by smaller, local

players that will likely be looking for turnkey solutions like those Playtech provides.

Many countries where gambling is restricted and online gambling is illegal are loosening

controls (to some extent) and this means that wholly new markets can still emerge -

Africa is a great example and potentially India where mobile technologies such as fintechs

have shown just how rapidly easy-to-use services can grow.

Forecasts have been rising in recent months (helped by the strong interims in September)

and overall the consensus indicates that annual growth of 5-7 per cent should be

delivered over the next three years. If M&A market conditions improve, the outlook

would change materially as Snai in Italy could be sold off and although half of the profit

would disappear, the proceeds of that sale would likely be returned to shareholders - that

could be as much as 450p per share. The share price would re-shape in that instance (less

so if there is a buyback rather than a special dividend) so investors should look at the total

return and not focus too much on the share price.

Valuation and conclusions

Playtech does look undervalued whatever the future decisions over the retention of Snai,

the most important swing factor in the valuation.

If it is sold off, the remnant B2B business is  still likely to be making close to £150mn of

Ebitda. As a pure B2B business, again having a strong software bias, those profits could

readily command a valuation of 9-11x Ebitda. That could easily mean a smaller business

still being worth £1.25bn or around 400p per share.

The B2C part of the business could be sold at a similar valuation, so effectively

shareholders should expect all the parts of the business to be worth close to 800p a

share, or more than 50 per cent higher than today’s share price (524p at the time of

writing)  for the combined B2B and B2C businesses.

Another way of looking at this valuation is there is still plenty of room for a recession to

dent growth and still leave upside in the share price.

Then there is the chance (even likelihood?) of additional bid interest, although probably a

little further out. Remember that Aristocrat offered 710p per share and Gopher was

rumoured to be willing to pay more like 1,000p. It is always better to make investment

based on the fundamentals rather than the maybes. Therefore, it is perhaps safer to say
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that on a 12 to 24-month view, anyone buying today could easily see an annual total

return (bearing in mind there is no dividend) comfortably into double-digits.
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